Possessives Quiz

In the sentences below, circle the correct choice:

1. (Its, It's) too early for lunch.
2. Is this umbrella (yours, your's)?
3. The dog has broken (its, it's) leg.
4. Surely (you, you're) not leaving yet.
5. Our house is gray; (thiers, their's) is white.
6. The (Kelly's, Kellys') new car is impressive.
7. Both (boy's, boys') bicycles were damaged in the collision.
8. (Who's, Whose) book are you borrowing?
9. Your (ns, n's) look like (m's, ms).
10. Both (boys, boys', boy's) helped me.
11. (Lets, Let's) leave after we've eaten.
12. Sears (Roebucks, Roebuck's) Christmas catalog is unusually colorful this year.
13. The class of (64, '64) is holding a reunion.
14. The (Boar's, Boars') Head Tavern was a literary center.
15. My neighbor should do something about his two (dog's, dogs') barking.
16. My six (day's, days') visit to the beach left me dreadfully sunburned.
17. Advertisements of (men's, mens') clothing fill much of the magazine.
18. After a (months', month's) illness Professor Johnson returned to the campus.
19. (Thats, That's) the best boat you can get for the money.
20. Yes, (its, it's) a long way to our ranch.